
Exploring the Future of Finance

The Finance in a Digital World (FDW) Lab

The digital world is here. The question is, how will your 

finance function respond? 

Digital disruption is already the new normal for consumers. 

Now, those same technologies that are making our 

personal lives better and easier are coming to organisations 

– with the promise of making Finance better, faster and 

probably less expensive. The work we do and how we do it 

is up for grabs.

Deloitte’s FDW Lab immerses Finance leaders in the 

realities of digital disruption to help them capitalise on 

Finance in a Digital World™ opportunities that will define 

success in the future, including:

• Moving Finance up the value chain to drive business 

decisions

• Improving efficiency and enabling the business to self-

serve

• Streamlining the Finance back office through lights out 

automation of transactional activities



• Applicable across all major Finance 
competencies and personas

• Highly interactive exploration of the art of the 
possible, including hands-on digital demos

• Tailored exercises and focused discussions 
aligned to client digital maturity and 
aspirations

• Explore the opportunities of digital within 
Finance to address your business challenges

• Prioritise the opportunities for digital in your 
organisation and align on next steps

• Engage in a discussion about enabling digital 
through Talent and Digital Leadership
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ContactsReimagine Finance More than a meeting

Finance at the heart of 
driving forward the 

Digital agenda 

Augmenting new 
skillsets alongside 
traditional Finance 

and accounting 
backgrounds

Portfolio view of 
investment, accepting 
some investments will 
fail but learning from 

these quicklyIncreased mobility, 
with apps enabling 
Finance to find new 

ways of working and to 
remain connected 

Smaller, but more agile 
and globally connected 

teams that need to 
collaborate differently 
and share knowledge 

more effectively


